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Rear Turn Signal Mounting Bars
Available in shortened and stock lengths. Select the shortened bars 
to give your bike a cleaner look by moving the turn signals closer to 
the bike, or choose the stock length to maintain the factory look. 
Economical die-cast versions are available chromed or polished. Steel 
bars are chrome-plated and designed to be much more resistant to 
breakage than the die-cast part.

Fits 4-speed FL Models from 74-84, FL Softail Models from 86-07 
and FLT, FLHT, FLHS and Road King Models from 91-08

Shortened Stock Length

19249 19246 Die-cast chrome (repl. OEM 68510-74B)

12254    n/a Steel chrome

Note: Installation of shortened turn signal bars may be in violation of FMVSS Standard #108.

Stock 19246

Shortened 19249

Short Rear Turn Signal Brackets
Tired of kicking your turn signals ever time you swing a leg over? These 
brackets look like the stock factory items, but are less than half the 
length, and are perfect for getting those rear turn signals in tight to the 
bike where they belong. Fits Sportster, FX Softail and 4-speed FX models 
from 73-99.
19353 Sold in pairs

Adjure Turn Signal Light Bar
Designed to bring your turn signals closer to the taillight. Ideal for proper 
clearance away from the saddle bags if you want to mount bullet type 
turn signals. Measures 7 1/2" in length, and is from die-cast aluminum 
with a chrome finish. You can utilize the stock standoff mounting screws. 
Comes with thru-hole mounting bolts (wire routing) for fender installa-
tion. Fits all 4- and 5-speed FLT models from 74-13.
634096 Sold eachShortened styles are four inches 

narrower than Original Equipment!

Bitchin Road Glide Turn Signal Eliminators by PYO
Paul loves Road Glides! One of the first things he does when customizing 
one is relocating the stock turn signals. The problem that arises is the 
ugly holes that are left in the fairing when you remove the stock units. 
Problem Solved! Paul created these slick turn signal hole covers that look 
great and are easy to install. Each cover is CNC machined from 6061-T6 
aluminum and then flawlessly chrome plated or black anodized & accent 
machined. Each kit includes covers, hardware and instructions. Sold in 
pairs.
603089 Chrome

F. Kodlin Billet Turnsignal Brackets
Get rid of those lame die cast stock brackets and add some class to 
your Glide with these beautifully chromed billet front turn signal bra-
ckets. Fits Touring Models 97-Up (except FLTR Road Glide Models)
627395 Chrome
627396 Chrome with black inserts


